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Temperature Dial  
Use to set your desired temperature. 
Temperature levels range from “Warm” 
up to 450°F and include a Broil/Toasting 
setting.

Timer Dial  
Use to set desired time for all 
functions. The Timer Dial goes 
up to 60 minutes. The toast icons 
represent different toasting levels 
from lightly toasted to well done.

NOTE: To set a time under 20 
minutes, turn the Timer Dial up to 
20 to begin cooking, then down 
to your desired time.

Power Light  
The Power Light will illuminate  
when the Timer Dial is set, indicating 
that the appliance is on.

Rotate Button  
Use to turn the Rotating Basket on or off. 

Function Dial  
Use the Function Dial to set your 
desired cooking method. 
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Oven Light   
The interior light will 
illuminate when the oven 
is turned on.
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1.   Place the Oven Rack in Position 2. 
2.   Set the Function Dial to Toast. 
3.    Turn the Timer Dial up to 20 minutes to begin cooking, then down 

to your preferred shade setting. The Power Light will turn on. 
4.    When the toast cycle is complete, the timer will ring and the oven 

will power off.

TOAST

1.   Put the Air Fry Basket and Baking Pan on the Oven 
      Rack in Position 1. 
2.   Set the Function Dial to Broil.
 
3.   Set the Temperature Dial to Toast/Broil.
 
4.   Turn the On/Timer Dial to select cooking time  
       — the oven will begin broiling. 
5.    The Timer will ring once when the cycle is complete       
       and the oven will power off.

BROIL

1.   Place the Baking Pan on the Oven Rack in position 1. 
2.   Set the Function Dial to Warm. 
3.   Set the Temperature Dial to Warm. 
 
4.   Turn the Timer Dial to select warming time — the  
      oven will begin warming.
 
5.   The timer will ring once the cycle is complete and the   
      oven will power off.

warm

1.   Put the Air Fry Basket on the Oven Rack in Position 2. 

2.   Set the Function Dial to Air Fry. 
 
3.   Set the Temperature Dial to preferred temperature.
 
4.   Turn the Timer Dial to select cooking time -                
      oven will begin air frying. 

5.   The timer will ring once when the cycle is complete   
      and the oven will power off. 

NOTE: For items that may drip, such as meat or spring rolls, 
place the Air Fry Basket on top of the Baking Pan and Oven 
Rack, all in Position 1. This will prevent drips on the heating 
element.

air fry
1.  Place food inside Rotating Basket and snap door closed.  
2.  Secure the left side of the Rotating Basket to the gear on  
     the interior side of the Air Fryer Oven first and then place  
     the right side into the hook. 
3.  Close the door of the Air Fryer Oven and set the Function Dial  
     to Air Fry. Set the Temperature Dial to the correct temperature. 
4.  Then, turn the Timer Dial to the desired cooking time to begin  
     air frying. 
5.  Press the Rotate On/Off Button. You will see the basket begin  
     to rotate. If not, turn the timer to OFF and re-adjust the gear             
     alignment.

NOTE: Be careful if you need to re-adjust the basket, as the  
heating element, oven and basket may be hot.
 
6.  When finished, use the Removal Tool to hook underneath the           
     basket arms and lift up and out. Place the basket on a heat- 
     resistant surface to cool. 
 
NOTE: ALWAYS use the Removal Tool and kitchen gloves to  
remove the Rotating Basket. 
 
7.  Let the basket sit for a few minutes before opening the       
basket and removing cooked food.

air fry with rotating basket
1.  Place the Baking Pan on the Oven Rack in Position 1.
2.  Set the Function Dial to Bake.
3.  Set the Temperature Dial to preferred temperature.  
      NOTE: Convection baking is faster than baking. Check 

food periodically to prevent overcooking.
4.  Turn the Timer Dial to select cooking time — the oven   
     will begin heating.
5.  We recommend preheating the oven for 5 minutes prior   
     to baking. Add this on to your baking time.
6.  The timer will ring once when the cycle is complete and   
     the oven will power off.

BAKE

Before cooking, place the Drip Tray 
at the bottom of the Air Fryer Oven, 
below the heating element.

WARNING: !
Do not put the Air Fry Basket or the 
Baking Pan directly on the bottom 
heating element.



IMPORTANT! 
Do not throw away. 
Read before operating your Dash 10L Compact Air Fryer Oven. 
Keep for future reference.

These helpful hints are intended to be a supplement to the Instruction Manual.  
In order to ensure safe operation and optimum performance, please read the  
entire Instruction Manual.

For more helpful hints, see the Instruction Manual.
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HELPFUL HINTS:  
 
If you need to stop the Air Fryer Oven before the time elapses, turn the Timer Dial to OFF.
 
Be careful when removing/inserting the Drip Tray so that it does not scrape against the heating element.  
This could damage the heating element.

It is normal to see some moisture on the oven door during certain cooking cycles.

When air frying, food can be lightly sprayed with oil to boost crispness and browning.  
You can use a sprayer or toss the food in a plastic bag with some oil. Remove food from plastic bag  
before cooking.

Larger items, like chicken cutlets, should be flipped halfway through the cooking process to ensure even 
cooking. A large quantity of items, like fries, can be shaken halfway through air frying to ensure even 
cooking. Opening the 10L Air Fryer Oven to flip or shake food will not disrupt the cooking process.

The Oven Light turns on only when the oven is in use and the door is closed.
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